CELEBRATING 30 YEARS
HELPING LIFEGUARDS SAVE LIVES
LIFEGUARD UNIFORMS | LIFEGUARD EQUIPMENT | SINCE 1989
MISSION STATEMENT  Providing creative, reliable, and functional uniforms and equipment for aquatics and leisure professionals

Water Safety Products is celebrating 30 years!

Our Humble Beginning

With our family roots deep in the Surfing Industry, including a history of retail surf shops, surfboard manufacturing and sales representation, around 1980 we began manufacturing a junior swimwear label known as Sea Oats Swimwear.

In 1987, Wet ‘n’ Wild Orlando, Florida visited our booth at Surf Expo. They asked us if we could make a ladies swimsuit for their lifeguards. Their expectations were the suit would be conservative, not see-through, and that it would hold up in the harsh environment lifeguards work in 40 hours a week — sun exposure, UV light, chlorine, and sporadic care.

After much research into fabrics and elastics, and the diligent design work of our pattern maker June Jones, we had a beautifully fitting, conservative, fully lined ladies suit for the lifeguard market. Wet’n Wild loved the product. We had exceeded their expectations and stumbled on a new niche in swimwear — uniforms for professional lifeguards, and they were made in the USA.

The news about our ladies suits spread quickly through the growing waterpark/pool market. To complete the need, we began work on a high-quality mens uniform short. The matching uniforms would unite the lifeguards as a team at their facility.

In 1989, after two years of testing and designing our new suits, Water Safety Products, Inc. was established.

We are proud to say we continue to make our uniform suits in the USA, with an emphasis on comfort and real-world utility. We continue to develop and improve many products for the lifeguard industry, crafting each item with award-winning care to ensure lasting performance.

Paula Panton
Why Choose Water Safety Products?

Superior Quality Products
Our determination to offer superior quality and advanced performance products is reflected in all we do. With over 30 years experience in manufacturing swimsuits for professional lifeguards, our dedication and product quality are unmatched. We are a company team that defines not only a passion for quality and service but an unsurpassed dedication to lifeguarding around the world.

Sizing
We provide sizes from XS to 6XL in our most popular styles and colors.

Made in the USA
Whenever possible we provide products that are made in the USA. All of our lifeguard swimsuits are manufactured by us, using American fabrics and American seamstresses.

Constantly Innovating
Since 1989, we have been listening to our customers and developing award-winning products. We have been recognized and awarded many times by industry leaders.

Unparalleled Customer Service
We are committed to serving our customers both stateside and around the world. We do everything possible to make your purchases and deliveries simple and efficient. Lifeguard uniforms are in stock year-round and available for immediate delivery.

E-Commerce
E-Commerce business with Water Safety Products Inc. offers immediate access to product details and 24/7 online product purchase, with real-time freight quotes and unmatched functionality.

Committed to Value
As a manufacturer/supplier, our commitment to value is central to our business. From the value of every detail in all our products, to the value you get when your lifeguard team is professionally uniformed and equipped, Water Safety Products offers the highest quality products in our industry, with sensitivity to your budget.

www.WaterSafety.com
With our precision engineering and high tech fabrics, Water Safety Products, Inc. delivers technological innovation in every garment we manufacture.
With our precision engineering and high tech fabrics, Water Safety Products, Inc. delivers technological innovation in every garment we manufacture.
Water Safety Products, Inc. offers premier embroidered logos for commonly purchased items such as men’s and ladies’ uniform swimsuits, hats, polo shirts, jackets, lycra rash guards, and travel bags.

**Water Safety Products’ Standard Lifeguard Logo**

Standard Lifeguard Logo includes the word Lifeguard and a rescue cross.

Embroidery Charge: See our website.

Returns: Standard Lifeguard Logo is RETURNABLE if logo is placed on the left leg of men’s and ladies’ shorts, and the center chest of ladies’ suits. Credit only, less 15% restock fee, if returned within 30 days of purchase.

**Custom Standard Logos**

We can offer a variation of our standard logos, affording you the opportunity to customize your uniforms without incurring the expense of a true “custom” logo. The standard rescue cross can be encircled with your choice of wording; for example, City of Orlando Lifeguard. There is no setup charge for this option.

Embroidery Charge: See our website.

Returns: Items with Custom Standard Logos are NOT RETURNABLE.

**Specialty Program Logos**

Use these logos on any embroiderable item.

Returns: Items with Specialty Program logos are NOT RETURNABLE.

**Lifeguard Agency Logos**

At your request, we offer many Lifeguard Agency logos. Call for more info.

Returns: Items with Lifeguard Agency Logos are NOT RETURNABLE.
Custom Embroidered Logos

Artwork: Artwork for your logo can be E-mailed to art@watersafety.com. We accept most graphic art files. Clean, hard copy artwork is also acceptable.

Embroidery File: One-time charge for creation of embroidery file; see price list. If you currently own an embroidery file, it can be emailed to us. We accept standard embroidery formats such as Tajima and Melco. There is no setup charge if you own your own embroidery file.

Logo Size: Dimensions of embroidered logos are approximately 3”x 3” for typical uses including swimsuits, shirts, bags, jackets, and hats.

Embroidery Charge: The per-item embroidery charge is based on the stitch count. Call 321-777-7051 Ext. 113 for details.

Production Time: Allow 10-14 days for a new embroidery file. Allow 3-5 days for completion of order once you have approved your design.

Returns: Items with custom embroidered logos are NOT RETURNABLE.

Custom Screen Printing

We offer custom screen printing for a variety of items such as T-shirts, technical shirts, sweatshirts, Lycra rash guards, and rescue tube covers.

Standard lead time for screen printing is 14 business days after art approval. Call 1-800-987-7238 Ext. 113 for lead times, large quantities or any special handling.

• Artwork should be in a vector file format such as .ai, .eps, or Corel Draw. Additional art charges may be added if art is in an unacceptable format
• Include font and size desired if typesetting is requested
• Unless a specific size is indicated, Water Safety Products, Inc. will determine the most appropriate size for your screen print
• There is a minimum of 24 pieces for an order requiring screen printing
• A screen set-up charge will be assessed on all non-repeat orders
• We reserve the right to adjust the size of any layout or letters to fit the garment in the most attractive way possible

Rush Services: Rush services are available; just ask. Additional charges for rush service may apply. Please keep in mind that we are in the Eastern time zone.

Returns: Items with custom screen printing are NOT RETURNABLE.

www.WaterSafety.com
QUALITY | COMFORT | DURABILITY
Performance Shorts

Proudly Made in the USA by Water Safety Products under strict quality control standards since 1989. Our men’s uniform shorts have set the industry standard for quality, comfort, and durability. Our Lifeguard shorts are constructed of the highest quality quick drying fabric available and will resist oils, chemicals, and UV rays. Stocked year round for immediate delivery.
Logos: We let you decide! All swimsuits are stocked blank, without logos. Your choice of professional embroidered logos for an additional cost. We offer stock/standard lifeguard logos, agency certification logos, special program logos or your custom logo. See pages 3 and 4 for more logo information.

SIZE SCALE:

XS (26-28)  S (29-30)  M (31-32)  L (33-34)  XL (35-36)  2XL (37-39)  3XL (40-43)  4XL (44-47)  5XL (48-50)  6XL (51-53)
QUALITY | COMFORT | DURABILITY
Performance Swimsuits

Proudly Made in the USA by Water Safety Products under strict quality control standards since 1989. Our Ladies’ uniform swimsuits have set the industry standard for quality, comfort, and durability. Our ladies’ suits are constructed of the highest quality mildew resistant nylon/Lycra or poly/Lycra fabrics and elastics available. Stocked year round for immediate delivery.
Our #1 selling ladies’ lifeguard suit features:
- 77% nylon with 23% Xtra Life Lycra®
- Thin strap design offers greater range of motion and comfort
- Fully lined front and back

Our poly suit features:
- Outer shell constructed of 6 oz. performance polyester with 16% Spandex for added stretch and comfort
- Thin strap design offers greater range of motion and comfort
- Fully lined front and back
- Polyester/Spandex only

Logos: We let you decide. All swimsuits are stocked blank, without logos. Your choice of professional embroidered logos available at additional cost. We offer standard lifeguard logos, agency certification logos, special program logos or your custom logo. See pages 3 and 4 for more logo information.

SIZE SCALE:
XS (3-4/30) S (5-6/32) M (7-8/34) L (9-10/36) XL (11-12/38) 2XL (13-14/40) 3XL (15-16/42)
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Our tankini style swimsuit features:
- 77% nylon with 23% Xtra Life Lycra®
- Shelf bra for added support and complete opacity
- Conservative length tankini does not reveal midriff
- Mix and match tops and bottoms
- Fully lined front and back
- For matching bottom see item #902B

Our thin strap top features:
- 77% nylon with 23% Xtra Life Lycra®
- 1” elastic banded bust for support
- Mix and match tops and bottoms
- Fully lined front and back
- For matching bottom see item #902B

Our low profile two piece bottom features:
- 77% nylon with 23% Xtra Life Lycra®
- Low profile bottom with drawstring
- Mix and match with any top
- Fully lined front and back

All swimsuits stocked blank (no logo). Your choice of any embroidered logo applied at additional cost.
#926 Ladies Fixed Waist Stretch Board Short
Our modern fit ladies’ lifeguard short features:
- Ultrasoft 5oz. microfiber, 90% polyester 10% Spandex
- Fixed waist with Velcro-free fly
- Inseam length 3.25”
- Exterior 6”x6” cargo pocket with Velcro® closure and key loop
- Matches men’s style #928

Size: XS-3XL

#912 Ladies’ Lifeguard Board Short
Our #1 selling ladies’ lifeguard short features:
- 4-oz. 3-ply breathable nylon with quick dry finish
- Elasticized waistband and drawstring for wide range of fit
- Inseam length 3”
- Exterior board short pocket with Velcro® closure and drain hole
- Matches men’s lifeguard board short #922

Size: XS-5XL

www.WaterSafety.com
From the traditional t-shirt to the high tech performance shirt, Water Safety Products Inc. has a wide variety of choices, colors and custom printing choices.

**UNIFORM T-SHIRTS AND TECH SHIRTS — STOCK OR CUSTOM**

From the traditional t-shirt to the high tech performance shirt, Water Safety Products Inc. has a wide variety of choices, colors and custom printing choices.

**Stocked Cotton T-Shirt**

- #808L Short Sleeve (White)
  - Size: S-2XL
- #808L-Y Short Sleeve (Yellow)
  - Size: S-2XL
- #808L-C Short Sleeve (Red)
  - Size: S-2XL
- #808LS Long Sleeve
  - Size: S-2XL

**Stocked Moisture Wicking Tech Shirt**

- #809T Tank
  - Size: S-2XL
- #809S Short Sleeve
  - Size: S-2XL
- #809L Long Sleeve
  - Size: S-2XL
- #1790L Ladies Short Sleeve
  - Size: S-2XL
- #1788L Ladies Long Sleeve
  - Size: S-2XL

T-shirt styling. 100% polyester performance fabric wicks moisture away from the body. Retains color and shape.

**LIFEGUARD** in bold red letters on front and back. **Stock item, no minimum.**

**Stocked Cotton T-Shirt**

- #808L Short Sleeve (White)
  - Size: S-2XL
- #808L-Y Short Sleeve (Yellow)
  - Size: S-2XL
- #808L-C Short Sleeve (Red)
  - Size: S-2XL
- #808LS Long Sleeve
  - Size: S-2XL

**Stocked Moisture Wicking Tech Shirt**

- #809T Tank
  - Size: S-2XL
- #809S Short Sleeve
  - Size: S-2XL
- #809L Long Sleeve
  - Size: S-2XL
- #1790L Ladies Short Sleeve
  - Size: S-2XL
- #1788L Ladies Long Sleeve
  - Size: S-2XL

T-shirt styling. 100% polyester performance fabric wicks moisture away from the body. Retains color and shape.

**LIFEGUARD** in bold red letters on front and back. **Stock item, no minimum.**
From the traditional t-shirt to the high tech performance shirt, Water Safety Products Inc. has a wide variety of choices, colors and custom printing choices.

Moisture Wicking Tech Shirt

- **#703T** Tank
  - Sizes: S-3XL
  - T-shirt styling. 100% polyester performance fabric wicks moisture away from the body. Retains color and shape. Customization available.

- **#790** Men's
  - Sizes: S-6XL
  - Moisture wicking tech shirt.

- **#1790** Ladies'
  - Sizes: XS-2XL
  - Moisture wicking tech shirt.

- **#788** Men's
  - Sizes: S-3XL
  - Chlorine resistant lifeguard rash guard.

- **#1788** Ladies'
  - Sizes: XS-2XL
  - Chlorine resistant lifeguard rash guard.

Premier Moisture Wicking Shirt

- **1050** Men’s
  - Sizes: S-3XL
  - 100% polyester performance fabric wicks moisture away from the body. Retains color and shape. Contrast color pinhole mesh inserts.

- **1055** Ladies’
  - Sizes: S-2XL
  - Additional colors, including neon, available online.

Chlorine Resistant Lifeguard Rash Guard

- **901PL** Long Sleeve
  - Sizes: S-2XL
  - Cools when wet, warms when dry. White body with red sleeves. LIFEGUARD in bold red letters on front and back.

- **901PS** Short Sleeve
  - Sizes: S-2XL
  - Stock item, no minimum.

Custom Chlorine Resistant Rash Guard

- **#901PL-CUSTOM** Long Sleeve
  - Sizes: S-2XL
  - Custom: minimum 60 pcs

- **#901PS-CUSTOM** Short Sleeve
  - Sizes: S-2XL
  - Custom: minimum 60 pcs

Additional colors, including neon, available online.
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Our wide variety of stylish, professional management uniform items utilize state of the art tech fabric for your management team.

#929
Men’s Leadership Short
Our modern fit leadership short combines a professional look with technical fabric.
- Quick drying
- Wrinkle free
- Stretch comfort
- Lightweight
- Adjustable waist
- Mock fly
- 3 pockets
Sizes: S-3XL

#927
Ladies’ Leadership Short
Our modern fit leadership short combines a professional look with technical fabric.
- Quick drying
- Wrinkle free
- Stretch comfort
- Lightweight
- Adjustable waist
- Mock fly
- 3 pockets
Sizes: XS-3XL

#BELT
Adjustable Waterproof Belt
Perfect for aquatic professionals such as lifeguards and supervisors. The material is plastic and rubber to provide a strong hold in and out of the water. This neutral and timeless style looks great with our leadership short.
#5012 Men’s
#5012F Ladies’
Premier 100% polyester wicking closed hole mesh with contrast color pinhole micromesh inserts.
Sizes:
S-4XL Men’s
S-2XL Ladies’

#2513 Men’s
#2713 Ladies’
Flux Dry-Excel™ 100% polyester wicking knit boasts maximum stretch and snag resistance. Premium fabric technology with metallic print on the sleeve.
Sizes:
S-3XL Men’s
XS-2XL Ladies’

#22519 Men’s
#2319 Ladies’
Shift Dry-Excel™ 100% polyester wicking horizontal textured stripe knit with high mechanical stretch and snag resistant technology.
Sizes:
S-3XL Men’s
XS-2XL Ladies’

#22530 Men’s
#22730 Ladies’
Avenger Dry-Excel™ 100% polyester wicking horizontal textured stripe knit with high mechanical stretch and snag resistant technology.
Sizes:
S-4XL Men’s
XS-3XL Ladies’
#2556 Men’s  #2756 Ladies’
Striated engineered knit moisture wicking fabric. Slim fit with seamless construction to minimize chafing. Sizes: S-3XL Men’s, XS-2XL Ladies’

#5408 Men’s  #5409 Ladies’
Intensity 100% polyester lightweight moisture wicking heathered knit fabric that has a soft touch. Sizes: S-3XL Men’s, XS-2XL Ladies’

#ST655 Men’s  #LST655 Ladies’
Side Blocked Micropique polyester tricot that is moisture wicking and snag resistant. Sizes: XS-3XL

#2557 Men’s  #2757 Ladies’
Striated 1/2 Zip Pullover engineered knit moisture wicking fabric. Slim fit with seamless construction to minimize chafing. Sizes: S-3XL Men’s, XS-2XL Ladies’

#2954 Men’s  #2957 Ladies’
Intensity Heather 1/4 Zip Pullover 100% polyester lightweight moisture wicking heathered knit fabric that has a soft touch. Sizes: S-3XL Men’s, XS-2XL Ladies’

ST650 Men’s  LST650 Ladies’
Micropique smooth polyester tricot that is moisture wicking and snag resistant. Sizes: XS-6XL Men’s, XS-4XL Ladies’
Rain Gear and Cold Weather Apparel are an integral part of the lifeguard uniform for staying warm and dry.

**#9199 New Englander Rain Jacket**
Sizes: S-3XL

**#9198 New Englander Pant**
Sizes: S-3XL

**#JST60 Wind Jacket**
Water-repellent, lightweight; jersey lined with mesh inserts. Side pockets and drawcord hem.
Sizes: XS-3XL

**#PST74 Wind Pant**
Sizes: XS-3XL

**#F104 Pullover with Hood**
**#F103 Zip Front**
Mid-weight fleece, 50/50 polyester/cotton. “LIFEGUARD” printed on front and back.
Sizes: S-2XL

**#909 Lifeguard Poncho**
Waterproof red lifeguard poncho. Made of lightweight polyurethane with polyester knit backing. Complete with “GUARD” lettering. Comes packed in its own pouch.
One size fits all.

**#921 Sweatshirt Lined Jacket**
Sizes: S-5XL

**#973 Sweat Pant**
Sizes: S-2XL

More styles available at www.WaterSafety.com
UNIFORM HATS AND VISORS

A variety of professional hats, important for sun protection, visibility, and reducing glare.

#315FF FlexFit Cap
Spandex sweatband stretches easily but retains original shape. Embroidery optional.
Sizes: S,M,L,XL

#110FF FlexFit Dry Tech Hat
Hybrid technology combines lightweight, cool and dry properties with water resistance. Adjustable with a velcro closure. Embroidery optional.

#110FF-V FlexFit Dry Tech Visor
Flex it offers unparalleled patented technology that provides superior comfort and fit. Embroidery optional.
One size fits all.

#2920 UPF 30 Outdoor Wide Brim Hat
Lightweight poly/nylon rip-stop, adjustable fit featuring UPF 30+ and concealable neck flap. Embroidery optional.

#305W UPF 50+ Ultra Sun Pro Hat
Lightweight, adjustable fit featuring Spec50 moisture-wicking fabric. 4” brim holds its shape even when wet. UPF50. Embroidery optional.

#339 California Lifeguard Straw Hat
Protects the face from harmful UV rays. Fitted with comfortable elastic sweat band. Adjustable drawstring cord. Color of straw and trim may vary.
One size fits most.

#390FF FlexFit Bucket Hat
Cotton twill with Spandex stretch for comfort and fit. Embroidery optional.
One size fits all.

#304 Aussie Hat
Cotton canvas. Brim can be worn down or snapped up on sides. Chin strap has adjustable cord lock. Embroidery optional.
Sizes: S,M,L

#1800 Solid Color Knit Cap
100% acrylic knit, approximately 8” long. Machine washable. Embroidery optional.
One size fits all.

All hats stock blank, but can be embroidered with our standard Lifeguard logo or your custom logo.

www.WaterSafety.com
We offer a variety of sunscreen as well as stylish polarized sunglasses for effective sun protection.

Yao Waterworld, Abu Dhabi

**#20280**
Sea & Ski® Sport Sunscreen SPF 50, 1 Gallon
Sport Sunscreen in one gallon dispenser with pump.

**#104B**
Mounting Bracket for 1 Gallon
Allows you to mount gallon dispenser of sun block in a convenient location.

**#20123**
Sea & Ski® Dri-Gel SPF 30, Travel Tube 1.5 oz

**#20091**
Sea & Ski® Sport Dri-Mist SPF 50, 6 oz

**#20454**
Sea & Ski® Lip Balm SPF 50

**#11603**
Ocean Potion® Sport Sunscreen SPF 50, 6.8 oz

**#11604**
Ocean Potion® Sport Sunscreen SPF 50, 3.4 oz

**#11720**
Ocean Potion® Lip Potion SPF 45
Moisturizing Lip Potion Sun Block. Made with rich conditioners to help keep lips soft and smooth.

**#11601**
Lifeguard Clip-On SPF 50
Lip protection that clips on just about anything. Colorful holder includes Lip Balm.
Polarized Sunglasses
Stylish and affordable, these lifeguard sunglasses provide a professional polarized lens to cut glare on and in the water.
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT  Water Bottles and Towels

Necessary, professional personal lifeguard equipment ensures the lifeguard is rescue ready and promotes safety in your facility

#289 24 oz Lifeguard Water Bottle
24 oz. Polypure bottle with crest lid. BPA-free. Printed with LIFEGUARD.

#290 24 oz Slide Attendant Water Bottle
24 oz. Polypure bottle with crest lid. BPA-free. Printed with SLIDE ATTENDANT.

#294 20 oz Water Bottle
Bee alert safety logo. BPA-free. Fits hip pack straps #206HLS and #206HS.

#295-A 32 oz Insulated Bottle
Foam insulated pop top water bottle. BPA-free.

#0146 Body Chamois (Dry Towel)
Ultra absorbent large swim dry towel. Reusable storage case included.

#166 Lifeguard Striped Beach Towel
High quality, 100% cotton terry velour. Printed with LIFEGUARD. This is a great incentive! Size: 30” x 60”.

#212 DrinkEasy Pack
The DrinkEasy Pack attaches to any hip pack or standard belt to keep your H2O handy and portable. A must have, exclusively designed by Water Safety Products. Bottle not included.
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT  Hip Packs and Bags

#206HS Basic Hip Pack with Velcro® Top Straps
#206HLS Basic Hip Pack with Lifeguard Logo and Straps
Three pockets, three zippers. 1 1/4” nylon waist strap with ABS plastic clip. Includes Velcro® top straps.

#207HS DrainEasy® Hip Pack with Velcro® Top Straps
#207HLS DrainEasy® Hip Pack Pack with Lifeguard Logo and Straps
Three pockets, three zippers. 1 1/4” thick nylon waist strap with ABS plastic clip. Includes Velcro® top straps.

#204H Supervisor Hip Pack
Extra large, 16”x 5”x 4”. Multiple pockets to accommodate the needs of supervisory staff. Exclusively designed by Water Safety Products.

#DP512 Waterproof Radio Bag
5” x 12”

#210T-B FlipEasy™ Belt Pack
Created by Water Safety Products, Inc. Allows quick, convenient access to the BigEasy® mask in and out of the water. Made for lifeguards and supervisors.

#210 Belt Pack
#210B Belt Pack with BigEasy® Logo
Belt loop provides another option for carrying rescue breathing mask and gloves on hip pack or belt.

Waterproof Cell Phone Bag
#DP48 4” x 8”
#DP58 5” x 8”
#DP46 4” x 6”
Fox Whistles, Lanyards, and Name Tags

### Fox 40 Whistles
The #1 choice of lifeguards since 1989. The Fox 40 cuts through crowd noise and can be heard over long distances. It cannot be over-blown. The Fox 40 has no pea to collect dirt and bacteria.

#### #601W
The Original Fox 40 Classic Whistle

#### #601W-MG
Fox 40 Classic Whistle with Mouthguard

#### #604W
Sonic Blast Whistle with Mouthguard

#### #400M Standard Lanyard
18” top grade lightweight soft nylon material woven to a 6 warp thickness, with whistle clip.

#### #403T/403 Custom Name Tag with Breakaway Lanyard
Minimum custom order 100. Your choice of breakaway lanyard color.

#### #403T-L
Lifeguard Name Tag

#### #403T-S
Staff Name Tag
Both Lifeguard and Staff stocked with black breakaway lanyard.

#### #406
Lifeguard Lanyard
Red woven nylon webbing with metal clip for whistle. LIFEGUARD lettering in white.

#### #406SG
Superguard Lanyard
Navy woven nylon webbing with metal clip for whistle. SUPERGUARD lettering and logo in red and gold.

www.WaterSafety.com
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT  Personal Protection and Accessories

#170B–210B
BigEasy® Mask and Belt Pack Combo
Includes one mask, one valve with oxygen port and one belt pack.

#170
BigEasy® Rescue Breathing Mask Kit
Includes one mask and one valve with oxygen port.

#171
BigEasy® Blob (mask only)

#504CP
BigEasy® Mouthpiece Cover
Colorful sanitary mouthpiece cover for BigEasy mask. 10 per package.

#820006
Laerdal Pocket Mask
Laerdal Pocket mask with one-way valve and filter in a resealable poly bag.

#830016
With O2 Inlet

#820050
Laerdal Pediatric Mask
Pediatric Mask in blue/yellow soft pack with gloves and wipes.

#820011
Laerdal Pocket Mask With Case

#830011
With O2 Inlet
Includes 1 mask with one-way valve and filter, 1 pair of gloves, and a wipe in a yellow hard case.

Superior quality and advanced performance products since 1989

www.WaterSafety.com
**Personal Protection and Accessories**

**#160 CPR Microshield and Gloves**
Rescue breathing barrier. Includes pair of gloves. Tamper-evident, waterproof package.

**#155 CPR Microshield**
Rescue breathing barrier with tamper-evident, waterproof package.

**#150 CPR Microshield With Fold Over Pouch**
Rescue breathing barrier in easy access fold over pouch.

**#761 Pink Nitrile Gloves — Latex Free**
100% Nitrile glove. Offers resistance to a wider range of chemicals and blood borne pathogens. 200 per box. Manufacturer of this glove donates a portion of the sales to the National Breast Cancer Foundation. Sizes: S, M, L, XL

**#150 CPR Microshield and Gloves**
Rescue breathing barrier. Includes pair of gloves. Tamper-evident, waterproof package.

**#760N Nitrile Gloves — Latex Free**
100% Nitrile glove. Offers resistance to a wider range of chemicals and blood borne pathogens. 100 per box. Sizes: S, M, L, XL

**#209 Glove Pack**
Protects and provides easy access to 2 pairs of gloves. Nylon with Velcro® flap closure and belt loop. 3 1/2” x 2 1/2”

**#209C Glove Canister**
Red plastic canister holds multiple gloves. Attaches to hip pack strap or belt.

**www.WaterSafety.com**
Always exceeding industry standards, Water Safety Products has provided the highest quality rescue and response equipment for over 20 years.

#4990 50 person OSHA Aquatics First Aid Center
The 326 piece Aquatics OSHA First Aid Center has a multi-compartment organizer case. Has a clear front for quick visibility, and a rubber gasket seal to keep out water. Can be wall-mounted or carried by its handle. Exceeds OSHA & ANSI guidelines. Case measures 13” x 10 1/2” inches wide by 4” deep.

#K-2006 Taylor Complete FAS-DPD Chlorine Test Kit
 Tests for total alkalinity, free and combined chlorine, cyanuric acid, calcium hardness, and pH.

#K-2005 Taylor 2005 Complete Test Kit
Tests total chlorine, free chlorine, bromine, pH, acid demand, base demand, total alkalinity, calcium hardness, and cyanuric acid.

#AED-FR CPR/AED Fast Response Kit
- 1 CPR mask
- 2 pairs of Nitrile gloves
- Scissors
- Antimicrobial wipe

#750 Biohazard Compliance Response Kit
Meets OSHA standards. Includes:
- 1 disposable apron
- 1 safety shield
- 1 Red-Z 10 gram pouch
- 1 scoop and scraper
- 1 Biozidedry wipe system
- 1 antimicrobial wipe
- 1 red biohazard bag with twist tie
- 1 identification tag
- 1 pair vinyl gloves

#4715 25 Person OSHA First Aid Kit
105 piece 25 Person First Aid Kit meets federal OSHA requirements. Plastic box can be wall-mounted or carried.

#11330 16 oz Alcohol Bottle
#1305 Alcohol Prep Pads Box 100
#3420-80471 Public Bleed Control Station

Features:
- Rugged, easy-access wall case

Each wall unit includes:
- 1 NAR red carrying case
- 1 NAR QuikLitter

8 Individual Bleed Waterproof Kits contain:
- 1 C-A-T™ tourniquet
- 1 6 in. responder ETD (Emergency Trauma Dressing)
- 2 NAR compressed gauze
- 2 pair, Bear Claw Nitrile gloves, lg
- 1 NAR trauma shears, 7.25 in.
- 1 permanent marker, small
- 1 Just in Time instruction card

#3781 STOP the Bleed Kit STAT-2 Israeli Bandage

Includes:
- 1 STAT tourniquet
- 1 pair Nitrile gloves
- 1 trauma shears
- 1 4-inch Israeli military bandage
- 1 resealable bag
- 1 STOP the Bleed instructions

#7971 STAT Bleed Control Pocket Kit

Includes:
- 1 STAT tourniquet
- 1 pair Nitrile gloves
- 1 compressed bandage
- 1 trauma shears
- packed in a waterproof, airtight bag
- 1 STOP the Bleed instructions

#7973 STAT Tourniquet

Simplistic design tourniquet will help stop the blood flow from cuts, gunshot, gashes or any emergency bleeding. Design makes it easy to provide life-saving blood control. Simply feed the strap thru and pull to tighten and lock. Has integrated timer to keep track of how long the tourniquet has been on.

#4389 Paramedic Utility Bandage Shears

- multi-purpose, utility EMS/Lifeguard scissors are the best all purpose shears.
- made of 420 stainless steel for easier cutting.
- strong rivets
- black handle
**#710 WSP Premium 50” Color Rescue Tube with Reach Assist**

Our #1 waterpark design measures 50” long by 6” wide by 4” thick. No clips, no rings. Adjustable shoulder strap is connected to the tube by 1” nylon strapping that extends completely through the length of the tube for added strength. #710 only: additional strap length available upon request.

**QUALITY & PERFORMANCE**
- Constructed with two layers of 1.75-inch high-density, closed-cell foam
- Multiple layers of vinyl coating to minimize punctures and tears
- Sanded edges reduce cracking
- Strap securely anchored through entire length of the tube
- Box X stitching on all straps minimizes ripping and tearing
- Now includes Reach Assist

---

**#701B WSP Premium 40” Rescue Tube with Clips**

Our 40” rescue tube in a wraparound style, with ABS quick-release buckles. Includes “GUARD” lettering.

---

**Mesh Rescue Tube with Reach Assist**

Durable nylon mesh completely encases the tube. Tow line with adjustable 2” wide shoulder strap. Three year manufacturer’s limited warranty.

- #708 50” Nylon Mesh
- #706 40” Nylon Mesh
- #706B 40” Nylon Mesh with Brass Clips

---
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Rescue Tube Covers and Rescue Cans

#703W Lifeguard of the Week
#703SG SuperGuard
#703JG Junior Lifeguard
#703C Custom
Minimum of 12 for custom design

#703 Neoprene Rescue Tube Cover
Premium rescue tube cover. Made of neoprene with nylon interior, for ease of fit. Imprinted with “GUARD”. Extends the life of the rescue tube, protecting the most vulnerable area of the tube; 29” long. Best used with our #710 rescue tube.

#703 Large Rescue Can
33” long, 5 lbs.

#703 Small Rescue Can
28” long, 3 lbs.

#714S or #713S Rescue Can Replacement Line and Strap
Recognized as the #1 can in the world for its superior quality in open water rescues. Includes Velcro® shoulder strap and poly tow line.

#705 Rescue Tube Jacket

#704 Utility Strap
Neoprene band, 3” wide. Fits around rescue tube to hold excess strap or other items.

#210 Flip Easy™
- Adjustable strap
- Quick-release clips
- Quick, convenient access to BigEasy®
- Draining mesh
- Can attach to belt/hip pack
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Laerdal V-Vac Training Kit
Includes handle, 1 training cartridge with plug for emptying and cleaning, catheter with adapter tip, and double male connector.

Laerdal V-Vac Replacement Cartridge
Replacement cartridge for V-Vac Training Kit.

Laerdal V-Vac Adapter Tips

The Bag II - Disposable Resuscitator (BVM)
For lung ventilation, without clean up and the risk of cross-contamination, The Bag II Disposable Resuscitator is the top choice. Swivels 360 degrees, transparent PVC construction, latex-free, with adjustable handle, Universal Non-kink Star-Lumen O2 tubing, closed system oxygen reservoir. These bags are one-time use only.

Laerdal V-Vac Starter Kit
A simple, efficient suction unit for first responders. Simple one-hand operation works the instant you squeeze it! Includes handle, 2 replacement cartridges, short suction catheter with adapter tip, and double male connector.

Laerdal V-Vac Training Cartridge
Replacement cartridge for V-Vac Training Kit.

Laerdal V-Vac Adapter Tips
#503 Falcon Air Horn with Power Pack
A portable alarm air horn system that can be heard up to 1 mile over water. 100% ozone layer safe. Top quality, self-sealing canister. Meets USCG recommendations. Non-flammable.

#505 Megaphone Mouthpiece Cover

#507 25-Watt Power Megaphone
25-Watt Power Megaphone with pistol grip, built in siren and whistle
- **Power:** 25 watts
- **Size:** 14 1/4” long x 8 1/2” bell diameter
- **Net Weight:** 2 lbs (without batteries)
- **Range:** Up to 1 mile
- **Modes:** Talk Mode, Whistle Mode, Siren Mode
- **Batteries:** 8 “C” cells (not included)

Virtually indestructible, these molded white plastic megaphones are lightweight and waterproof. Features include a rolled edge on large end for added strength, and plated metal mouthpiece and handle.
### The MAXx Backboard

X-ray translucent backboard of unsurpassed quality. Superior, lightweight, ergonomic design features large non-slip handholds, integrally molded pins, and bottom runners for stability and handhold clearance. Resists absorption of blood-borne pathogens. Tail drop for easier placement and extractions. 72” x 16” x 2 1/4”, 15 lbs.

**#735M** MAXx Backboard

**#735MPL** MAXx Backboard Package #1

Includes MAXx Backboard, Laerdal Speedblocks Head Immobilizer and four Velcro® body straps.

**#735MP** MAXx Backboard Package #2

Includes MAXx Backboard, Pop-on Head Immobilizer and four Velcro® body straps.

### Laerdal Stifneck® Select™ Collars

The quickest and easiest-to-use adjustable collar on the market. All you have to do is measure the patient, select the size, adjust and lock!

**#980010** Adult

**#980020** Pediatric

### Laerdal Speedblocks® Head Immobilizer

Reusable head blocks snap into place without Velcro®. Blocks can be re-adjusted by sliding and locking. Blocks will not float away.

**#736L**

### Pop-on Head Immobilizer

Advanced award-winning design. Simple one-step attachment of plastic base plate to backboard. Head straps loop around plastic D-rings attached to base plate. Fits MAXx, ProLite, and Bak-Pak backboards.

**#736** Pop-on Head Immobilizer

### Universal Strap-on Head Immobilizer

Universal head immobilizer with closed-cell foam head supports and universal attachment strap-on base. Includes 2 padded head/chin straps.

**#734** Universal Strap-on Head Immobilizer

### Roll Down Velcro® Backboard Strap

This outstanding strap design can be used with any backboard. Strategically placed Velcro® allows strap to be rolled down and fastened to itself when not in use. Straps are sold as individual set (hook and loop).

**#737V** Roll Down Velcro® Backboard Strap

### www.WaterSafety.com
Spinal Immobilization Equipment

#56307 MegaMover® Stair Chair
Made of strong nonwoven material with 8 reinforced nylon straps for ergonomic lifting. The chair weighs only 10 oz., rolls to the size of a water bottle and can transport up 350 lbs. Ideal for carrying in areas of limited space, narrow hallways or down stairs.

#300H Evac+Chair One person operation
Designed to allow a safe, controlled descent of an individual down staircases.

#600H Evac+Chair Two Person operation

#CJ6 CJ Backboard System
Manufactured of rotomolded plastic. Board design allows water to flow through. Customizable buoyancy rods. Polyethylene (HDPE) with no metal makes the board X-ray translucent. Max. weight capacity of 500 lbs. 77” x 20”. Weight 23 lbs.

#CJ50K CJ Head Immobilization Kit
Consists of 2 head blocks, head strap, and 2 adhesive Velcro® pieces for placement on board.

#CJ25 CJ Head Bed
New design has 2 pieces of Velcro® that attach to the board.

#CJ50R CJ Head Immobilizer Replacement
2 head blocks and head strap. For 735CJ (wood board) or CJ6 (plastic board).

#CJ10 CJ Head Strap
Head strap with Velcro® for CJ head immobilizer.

#CJ100 CJ Body Straps
#CJ6100 CJ6 Body Straps
Four replacement Velcro® body straps.

#CJ5 CJ Board Bumpers
One pair of CJ board bumpers with stainless steel fasteners, for head and foot of CJ backboard.

#CJ15 CJ Runners
1 pair of CJ runners measuring 67 3/4” long X 1” wide, with stainless steel fasteners.
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All O2 units shipped to US mainland addresses (except Florida) are delivered complete with 406 liters of oxygen.

**Portable Oxygen Unit**
The “D” size cylinder contains a supply of approximately 28 minutes, and is refillable. Easy on/off toggle switch. Durable double-wall molded plastic carry case. Includes hose assembly, BigEasy®, and nasal cannula. Complete system weighs just 13 1/2 lbs. Meets FDA requirements.

- #7402-15 Fixed Flow Portable Oxygen Unit
  Fixed flow regulator, 15 liters per minute (nothing to adjust).
- #7402-ADJ Adjustable Flow Portable Oxygen Unit
  Adjustable flow regulator, 0-15 liters per minute. Also includes standard two-prong adult nasal cannula and 1 standard connector.

**#407-127 “D” Size Oxygen Cylinder**
“D” size oxygen cylinder with gauge. Shipped filled with oxygen (Mainland US addresses only — excluding Florida).

**Non-rebreather Mask**
Non-rebreather mask with reservoir, 7” oxygen tubing, adjustable nose clip, and check valve.
- #5023 Adult
- #5013 Child

**#407-303 Nasal Cannula with Tubing**
Adult nasal cannula with tubing.

**#479-15 Fixed Flow Regulator**
Fixed flow (15 lpm) regulator for portable oxygen unit.

**#479-26-15 Adjustable Flow Regulator**
Adjustable flow (0-15 lpm) regulator for portable oxygen unit.

**#2603 First Response Bag**
Holds the AED, D size oxygen in or out of its hard case, BVMs, and suction unit, with room to spare. Includes Velcro® strap and pads to secure O2 unit. Versatile, clear plastic windows allow you to insert cards describing the contents of each compartment. Made of rugged polyester, with water-resistant finish and PVC backing. AED compartment 12”x12”x6”. Overall measurements 22”x16”x12”.

**#488-214 Oxygen Tubing**
7” oxygen tubing with standard connectors at both ends.
AED Heartstart FRx AED
HeartStart FRx Defibrillator package includes one set of Smart Pads II, long-life 4-year battery, and 8-year manufacturer’s warranty.
- Coaching assistance with CPR – one push of a button. Smart Pads II can be used for both adult and pediatric defibrillation (Child/Infant Key required for pediatric defibrillation).
- Small, rugged, and lightweight, just 3.5 lbs.
- Multi-use features include adult and pediatric dual use, AED training, CPR coaching.
- Available options (at additional cost): Child/Infant Key steps down unit for pediatric use without changing pads; training pads to convert the FRx to a training unit; and carrying case.

Physician Authorization is required for AED purchase, and must be validated. If you do not have Physician Authorization, a Medical Direction contract is available for purchase.

AED-FRXC FRx Carrying Case
Semi-rigid case has enough room for a spare battery, spare electrodes, and an Infant/Child Key. Self-check indicator can be seen through clear window.

#8008-TR Zoll AED Plus Trainer2
Complete simulation Control at Instructor’s fingertips. Comes complete with wireless remote controller, one set of CPR-D-padz®, one set of AED Plus Trainer CPR-D-padz® reusable gels, four D cell batteries, two AA cell batteries, and operator’s guide.

#33004 Oxygen Module
Oxygen module for Statpacks G3 Breather trauma backpack. This emergency oxygen tank holder is designed to accommodate most D and Jumbo D tanks.

#35008 Statpacks G3 Breather Trauma Bag
Unique design allows access to the main compartment from the top or front bag.

AED-FRXP FRx Smart Pads II
Smart Pads for the HeartStart FRx Defibrillator can be used for adult, child or infant defibrillation. Infant/Child defibrillation requires optional infant/child key.

AED-TR2 FRx Training Pads
Used to activate the FRx’s training mode and suspend its ability to deliver a shock, or used with a HeartStart FRx Trainer. Includes one pair of reusable adhesive pads with integrated cable and connector.

#AED-SA Zoll AED Plus Defibrillator with Medical Prescription.
Semi-Automatic AED. Comes with a CPR-D Padz Electrode equipped with Real CPR Help technology, sleeve of 123 Lithium batteries, carrying case, and the AED Prescription.
Height Measuring Sticks

Originally designed by Water Safety Products, our height measurement sticks are made with engraved HDPE measurements for a long lasting and professional look. These are virtually indestructible under normal use and will not corrode, fade, or be affected by UV light/chlorine. They are available in a variety of stock sizes, dual sizes, and can even be customized to heights up to a maximum of 54".

Custom Height Sticks Available

- #HS38 38" height
- #HS42 42" height
- #HS48 48" height
- #HSC Custom height
- #HS2-4248 Double-sided 42/48" height
- #HS2C Custom double-sided height
Umbrellas

Solarguard Umbrella
Solar reflective umbrella. Diameter 6'. Canopy is 2x silver-coated polyester, UPF50+. Includes tilt mechanism, 2-piece pole with pointed bottom, and carry bag.

#2009-SGS Striped Solarguard Umbrella

#2009-SG Solarguard Umbrella

Heavy-Duty Vinyl Umbrella
Diameter 6 1/2'; features commercial-quality frame, 1.3 mil aluminum. Spoke joints and rivets are stainless steel; joints wired into frame. Ribs are 5.2 mm thick, chrome-plated steel. Bell cap is steel, not plastic. Easy open/close mechanism, tilt and balance. Durable Grade 5 vinyl provides higher UV resistance. One year warranty against manufacturer’s defects.

#2007-S Heavy-Duty Solid Umbrella

#2007 Heavy-Duty Striped Umbrella

#2005 Heavy-Duty Red LIFEGUARD Umbrella

Lifeguard-Printed Sunbrella Umbrella

#2006 Lifeguard-Printed Sunbrella Umbrella

Tilt the Pole®
Create shade all day with our exclusive Lifeguard Umbrella with Tilt the Pole® technology. This adjustable lifeguard umbrella provides maximum shade and protection for lifeguard chairs or fixed location umbrellas. Users can easily adjust the angle of the umbrella using this industrial-grade tilt by pushing a button.

#TTP3-WH/EC75 Adjustable Tilt the Pole® with Umbrella Included
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#2010 Lifeguard Chair-in-a-Box
Compact, affordable lifeguard chair. Seat height 30", weight 62 lbs. Can be delivered by UPS; easy assembly.

#2010-P Platform Lifeguard Chair-in-a-Box
The original Lifeguard Chair-in-a-Box with the addition of a platform. Seat height 30", weight 75 lbs. Can be delivered by UPS; easy assembly.

#2014 Lifeguard Chair-in-Two-Boxes
Taller than the original Chair-in-a-Box, with two non-slip platforms. Seat height 40", weight 110 lbs. Can be delivered by UPS in two boxes; easy assembly.

#2060 Three Platform Lifeguard Chair
Taller than #2014, with three non-slip platforms. Seat height 50", weight 140 lbs. Can be delivered by UPS; easy assembly.

#2013 Platform Medium Lifeguard Chair
Available with front ladder steps (shown) or side ladder steps. Seat height 50", weight 155 lbs. Must be delivered by truck. Assembly required.

#2011 Tall Recycled Plastic Lifeguard Chair
Available with front or side ladder steps. Seat height 64", weight 200 lbs. Must be delivered by truck. Assembly required.
#301XAR
Small Lifeguard Chair with Arms
This chair is an upscale version of the lifeguard stool. It is lightweight, comfortable and easy to move. Seat height 30”, weight 45 lbs.

#301X
Small Lifeguard Chair
Seat height 30”, weight 40 lbs.

#400
Head Guard Admin Table
Plenty of tabletop room (36” x 36”) for rotation sheets, report writing, clipboards, etc. Perfect height for walkup. Can be used as an admin table or as a food and beverage table (pub height). Table top height 42”, weight 100 lbs. Easy assembly.

#302X
Lifeguard Stool
Lifeguard stool design allows guards to be on their feet with support. Includes foot rest. Can be used in other areas of the facility, such as food and beverage, as additional seating. Seat height 30”, weight 35 lbs. Easy assembly.

#2017
Lifeguard Chair
Recycled plastic, 60” seat height. This lifeguard chair includes built-in drink and umbrella holders, some assembly required.

Lifeguard Check in Station
GTPS475 (rectangle)
GTPS222 (curved)
The Recycled Plastic Lifeguard Check-in Station is made of low maintenance, weather resistant recycled plastic.

#156-WR Reversible Lifeguard Duty Sign
FRONT
LIFEGUARD ON DUTY
BACK
NO LIFEGUARD ON DUTY

Splashdown, Manassas, Virginia
#SB024  
**Shoe Drop**  
24 pair “shoe drop” is perfect for patrons to leave their shoes at the base of a water attraction. 62.5”L x 20.5”W x 35.25”H (back) pitched.  
*Custom Shoe Drop available*

---

**Life Jacket Racks**  
#2090  
64 capacity  
#2092  
48 capacity  
#2091  
24 capacity  

Our premium life jacket racks are made from recycled plastic; available in three sizes (life jackets not included).

---

**#60012**  
130 Gallon Outdoor Deck Box  
Made of UV protected HDPE plastic with powder coated steel hinges and water resistant seal. 60” x 24” x 26.5”

---

**#60059**  
80 Gallon Outdoor Deck Box  
Made of UV protected HDPE plastic with powder coated steel hinges and water resistant seal. 39” x 24” x 26”

---

**#2093**  
Water Slide Mat Rack  
Made of recycled plastic with UV inhibitors. Maintenance free. Unsurpassed quality. 24 capacity. 75” L x 60” H x 40” W
Buoys, Floats, Ropes, and Hook

Ring Buoys
#718 20”  #720 24”  #723 30”
US Coast Guard-Approved. Made of Unicell solid closed-cell soft foam. Soft and resilient to touch, yet almost indestructible. Resists temperature and weather extremes. Will not rot or mildew.

Lemon Floats
#724F 3” x 5”  #724F/5  5” x 9”
Plastic lemon-shaped floats. Great for ring buoys, pools, ski ropes, marker buoys, etc.

Handi-lock Floats
#59750 5” x 9” for 3/4” rope
#59760 5” x 9” for 1/2” rope
#59780 3” x 5” for 3/8” rope
Made of polyethylene with self locking feature; fixes on line without the additional expense of float keepers or wedges.

Buoy Throw Line
#724 60’
#724-30 30’
#724C custom line lengths
Marine polypro line with 3’ lemon float. Also available with custom logo.

Throw Bag
#715
Ideal for open water/swift water rescues. Includes 70’ of 3/8” solid braid marine polypro line. Compact.

Regulatory Buoy
#410
9” x 61.5”. 37” rise above waterline.
All standard day marks available.

Regulatory Buoy
#427-R
10” x 45”. 40” rise above waterline. Floats upright with 35-40 lbs. of weight (not included).

Safety Hook
#719-SC
Life saving device to help swimmers in an emergency. Should only be used with a straight pole (not for telescopic poles). Pole not included.

Igloo 5 Gallon Water Cooler
#48153
Also available with custom logo.
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FACILITY EQUIPMENT  Signs and Flags

KIDS DON’T FLOAT!
- Always wear a lifejacket near water
- NEVER swim alone! Adult supervision should be nearby and watching
- The best lifejacket is the one you WEAR.
- Make sure the lifejacket fits properly and the buckles are fastened

How to properly fit a lifejacket
Fit To Size
Check lifejacket label for appropriate weight/height size
Fasten All Straps
Buckle all straps. Tighten or zip all buckles/zippers. Don’t forget wrist straps. Available
Lift To Test
Gently have wearer lift arms over head and lift them by the top of the arm openings
Too Big
The jacket is too big if it rises above the ears, which is unsafe
Not Buckled
The jacket will not function properly if too small if the straps/zippers don’t close, which is unsafe
Lifejacket not properly fit

LIFEJACKET LOANER STATION
Please Use And Return

#0050 SIGN
Lifejacket Loaner Station Sign
30” x 36” poly-metal sign. Also available in Spanish.

#0030 SIGN
Watch Your Children
Drowning is the primary cause of accidental death in children.
24” x 1” poly-metal sign with 7 drowning facts. Also available in Spanish.

#0020G No Swimming Warning Flag
#0020RC Rip Current Warning Flag
Durable beach warning flag made with SolarMax® nylon includes graphic on both sides. Red with white logo.
Size: 1000 x 750 mm (40” x 29.5”).

#0020 Beach Warning Flags
ILSF standards. Weather-resistant. Four stitched rows on outer edges; 2-ply cross-stitched with brass grommets on 3 corners.
Size: 1000 x 750 mm (40” x 29.5”).

#0020-SIGN 18” x 24”
#0020-SIGN2 30” x 36”
Reflective aluminum sign with beach warning flag legend and Spanish subtitles.
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Premium Resort Adult and Child Lifejackets

Super Soft Life Vests
Superior product for greater durability. Reinforcements have been added to the neck, collar, arm holes, and the bottom edge of the vests.
- US Coast Guard approved PFD Type III
- Made in the USA
- Soft, comfortable vinyl-covered foam
- Quick-drying
- Easy to clean vinyl coating
- Two Kwik-snap buckles
- Adjustable leg strap for extra safety (child sizes Extra Small and Small)
- Must be ordered in multiples of 2

Private Label (add your own logo):
Minimum order 100 pieces. Requires 6–8 weeks lead time.

Custom Life Vests:
For custom colors. Minimum order 100 pieces. Requires 6–8 weeks lead time.

Spanish-Language:
“Coast Guard Approved” imprint and guide book in Spanish. Minimum order 100 pieces. Requires an extra 15 days lead time.

#1540 Toddler Life Vest
One size (15”–21” chest), with leg strap. For children under 30 lbs. Vest is made of colorful print nylon-covered foam with head pillow. Private label not available.

---

Child X-Small (21”–23”)
#0512 yellow
#0528 marina blue
#0539 lime
With leg strap, for children 30–50 lbs.

Child Small (23”–26”)
#1012 yellow
#1028 marina blue
#1039 lime
With leg strap, for children 30–50 lbs.

Child Medium (26”–29”)
#1512 yellow
#1528 marina blue
#1539 lime
No leg strap, for children 50–90 lbs.

---

#2012 Adult X-Small (31”–34”)
#2512 Adult Small (34”–37”)
#3012 Adult Medium (37”–40”)
#3512 Adult Large (40”–43”)
#4012 Adult X-Large (43”–46”)
#4512 Adult XX-Large (46”–48”)

---
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FACILITY EQUIPMENT  Nylon Adult and CHILD Lifejackets

Economy Nylon Lifejackets
- Features classic open-sided styling at an affordable price
- Outer quick-release buckles and 1” belts for a secure fit
- US Coast Guard-approved PFD Type III (Adult, Child, Youth), Type II (Infant only)

- Minimum order 60 pieces (in cases of 6)
- Minimum order 300 pieces for private label (your own logo)

#3600 Infant Nylon Lifejacket (6PK)
#3332 Child Nylon Lifejacket 20”–25” (6PK)
#3352 Youth Nylon Lifejacket 25”–29” (6PK)
#3570 Adult Nylon Lifejacket (6PK)

#3864 Puddle Jumpers™
US Coast Guard-approved PFD Type V. Allows free range of motion and great stability while in the water. Fun-faced character designs. For children 30–50 lbs.

#104400 Little Dipper
US Coast Guard-Approved PFD Type III

Little Dippers offers great stability and confidence-building while in the water.

Ballerina
Pirate
Cheerleader
Sports hero
Children’s Swimwear

Kids’ Safe Swimming
Water Safety Products supports safe swimming in both public health and swimming instruction.

Ultimate Swim Diaper
Waterproof outer layer, super absorbent inner layer with wick-away lining next to baby’s skin. Snug-fitting around legs and waist. Woven nylon, coated poly, cotton terry and poly wick-away lining. No other diaper necessary. UPF 50+

#1236U Ultimate Infant Swim Diaper
Color: Assorted boys print, assorted girls print.
Sizes:
S (6 mo), M (12 mo), L (18 mo), XL (24 mo), 2XL (3 yr), 4T (4 yr)

#7221 Boy Print Swim Diaper Shorts
Built-in Swim diaper in a Microfiber polyester shell. No other diaper necessary. Assorted prints. UPF 50+

#7137 Girl Two-Piece Swim Diaper set
Two pieces for easy on & off. Wide racer-back straps. Made of nylon and elastane shell with built in swim diaper. UPF 50+

#7502 Children’s Long sleeve Rash Guard
Quick-dry SPF50+
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For more than 50 years, Laerdal Medical has dedicated its efforts to helping save lives with quality training products.

LAERDAL PRODUCTS

QPCR: Quality CPR Saves Lives
QPCR is now available with a gaming element and Quality CPR (QPCR) feedback technology, to help instructors improve both CPR training quality, classroom efficiency and learner engagement.

- Control in the palm of your hand.
- Monitor up to six students at a time with the QPCR Instructor app.
- Stay on top of every student’s progress with real-time CPR feedback on depth, release, rate and ventilations.
- Connect every manikin to the instructor app with one-click Bluetooth Smart connection.
- The SkillGuide plug and play feedback option can be used for standalone training or as a supplement to the app.

Download on the APP Store
Get it on Google Play
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Laerdal CPR Training Manikins

Laerdal Little Anne QCPR 4-pack
#1230150 Light Skin
#12303050 Dark Skin
Includes:
- 4 Little Anne manikins
- 8 manikin faces
- 8 airways
- 24 manikin wipes
- Soft carry pack
- Directions for use

Laerdal Baby Anne 4-pack
#13101050 Light Skin
#13003050 Dark Skin
Includes:
- 4 Baby Anne manikins
- 24 airways
- 40 foreign body objects
- Soft carry pack
- Directions for use

Laerdal Little Anne QCPR Manikin
#12301050 Light Skin
#12303050 Dark Skin
Includes:
- 1 Little Anne manikin
- 2 Little Anne manikin faces
- 2 Little Anne airways
- 6 manikin wipes
- Directions for use

Laerdal Baby Anne CPR Manikin
#13001050 Light Skin
#13003050 Dark Skin
Includes:
- 1 Baby Anne manikin
- 6 Baby Anne airways
- 10 foreign body practice objects
- 12 manikin wipes
- Directions for use

Laerdal Little Family Pack
#126-01050 Light Skin
#126-03050 Dark Skin
Includes:
- 2 Little Anne manikins
- 5 Resusci-Anne manikin faces
- 2 Little Junior manikin faces
- 2 Little Junior airways
- 10 foreign body practice objects
- 12 manikin wipes
- Directions for use

Laerdal Little Junior 4-Packs
#128-01050 Light Skin
#128-03050 Dark Skin
Includes:
- 1 Little Junior manikin
- 2 Little Junior manikin faces
- 2 Little Junior airways
- 6 manikin wipes
- 1 soft carry pack/training mat
- Directions for use

Laerdal Little Junior 4-Pack
#129-01050 Light Skin
#129-03050 Dark Skin
Includes:
- 4 Little Junior manikins
- 8 Little Junior faces
- 8 Little Junior airways
- 24 manikin wipes
- Soft carry pack
- Directions for use

More items available at www.WaterSafety.com
In order to provide top training to your lifeguard staff, we offer the highest quality CPR manikins, lifelike water rescue manikins and other training aids.

**E&A Ultimate VAT® Girl**
State-of-the-art adolescent “E” girl weighs 30 lbs. when dry. She sinks within 10 seconds and replicates the weight of a real child when pulled form the pool. Rapid drainage occurs when body is repositioned. Movable jaw for full jaw thrust maneuver.
- Head tilt for finger sweep maneuver
- Lifelike resistance to CPR compressions

**Water Rescue Manikins**
Made of durable plastic with rust-resistant skeletons, articulated joints, and optional CPR capabilities. As the manikins fill with water, they will sink up to the neck. To take to the bottom, add five to ten pounds of weight (not supplied).

- **#1327 Adolescent**
- **#1329 Adolescent with CPR**
  Adolescent size: 49” x 16” x 9”
- **#1326 Adult**
- **#1328 Adult with CPR**
  Adult size: 65” x 23” x 9”

**Full-body pediatric water rescue training manikins sink to the bottom when filled with water. Not offered with CPR capabilities.**

- **#1351 Child Vigilance Training Manikin “Timmy”**
  Size of a 3-year-old child; water-filled weight 20 lbs.
- **#1352 Infant Water Rescue Manikin “Billy”**
  Size of an infant 6-9 months; water-filled weight 12 lbs.
- **#1350 Newborn Water Rescue Manikin “Cathy”**
  Size of a newborn infant; water-filled weight 7 lbs.

**Passive Doll Set**
These specially-designed vigilance training dolls will help teach your guards how a victim looks when passive on the bottom. Can also be used to check water turbidity. Set includes 1 adult and 1 child in carrying bag. The dolls are two-sided (dark brown and light brown) and weighted to stay submerged.

- **#1351 “Timmy”**
- **#1352 “Billy”**
- **#1350 “Cathy”**

**Dive Brick**
Black rubber dive brick, 3” x 9” x 3”, 10 lbs. Useful for water rescue training.

**Snyder’s Training Manikin**
Designed to approximate towing an average size person in the water. Dry weight 18 lbs., weight filled with water 180 lbs. 37” high.

**EpiPen® Trainer**
Reusable, realistic design, with a cap and clicking mechanism that mimics the use of an actual EpiPen®
Managers understand the importance of rewarding good behavior and performance on the job. Incentive programs are ideal to keep your staff motivated and help them feel appreciated.

- **#100 LifeGuard Clip-On Lip Balm**: Lip protection that clips on just about anything. LifeGuard holder includes Lip Balm SPF50.
- **#5018 Wood Beads**: Wood beads are packaged approximately 100 per bag of bright assorted colors. Colors may vary.
- **#5018-P Premium Wood Beads**: Packaged 18 per color.
- **#710C LifeYest can cooler with SuperGuard logo on back and WSP logo on front.**
- **#710C-SG SuperGuard Rescue Tube Key Chain**: Yellow with red SuperGuard logo.
- **#101-SG SuperGuard LifeJacket Can Cooler**: Life vest can cooler with SuperGuard logo on back and WSP logo on front.
- **#406-SG SuperGuard Lanyard**: Woven nylon webbing with metal clip for whistle. Navy with red and gold “SUPERGUARD” emblem and lettering. Perfect incentive item!
- **#CKC Incentive Charm Key Chain / Tag**: Lifeguards can wear this charm key chain / key tag on their lanyards or backpacks.
- **#101 LifeGuard Incentive Charms**: Reward charms can be used as an incentive program for your lifeguards. Used along with our Incentive Charm Key Chain / Tag.

- **CFS Happy Face**
- **CS Blue Star**
- **CB Band Aid**
- **CW Whistle**
- **CSG SuperGuard**
- **CR Rescue Tube**
- **CHHW Heart Waterparks**
- **CGC 100% GuardCore**
- **CSF Starfish**
- **CBG Binoculars**
- **CRB Ring Bouy**
- **CC Clock**
- **CGJ Great Job**
- **CGG Gnome**
LIFEGUARD INCENTIVES

#197 Incentive Dog Tag
• Platinum
• Gold
• Silver
• Lifeguard
• I'd rather be
• Lifeguarding
• Lifeguarding
• Lifeguarding
• Lifeguarding
• Lifeguarding

#198 Incentive Dog Tag

#166 Lifeguard Striped Beach Towel
• High quality
• 100% cotton terry velour
• Printed with LIFEGUARD
• Great incentive gift
• 30” x 60”

#289 24 oz Lifeguard Water Bottle
24 oz. Polypure bottle with crest lid. BPA-free. Printed with LIFEGUARD

#290 24 oz Slide Attendant Water Bottle
24 oz. Polypure bottle with crest lid. BPA free. SLIDE ATTENDANT printed in white.

#703SG SuperGuard Rescue Tube Cover
Make your guard feel special with a red neoprene tube sleeve with “SUPERCARE” imprint in gold! 29” long.

#703W Lifeguard of the Week Rescue Tube Cover
Made of neoprene, imprinted with “Lifeguard of the Week” lettering in gold. 29” long.
Lifeguard Incenatives

www.WaterSafety.com

#203 Lifeguard Eyewear Retainer
Made of soft neoprene, gently slides over eyewear temple to secure. Printed with LIFEGUARD in white.

#B226 Lifeguard Drawstring Bag
Drawstring mesh bag design allows shoulder or backpack carrying. 17” H x 14” W.

#5402 Backpack
600 denier nylon features a padded computer compartment. Can be embroidered.

#208C Custom Lifeguard Backpack
15” x 11” cross body strap backpack. Embroidered with your choice of Lifeguard Incentive logo.

#7770 The Built to Lifeguard Lunch Cooler
Features zippered closure on main compartment and side mesh pocket for water bottle. Front pocket for extra storage.

#BG1050 Two Tone Duffle Bag
600 denier polyester with color contrast. Dimensions: 11.75”h x 27”w x 10”d. Can be embroidered.

#805S AED/CPR Long Sleeve T-shirt
100% cotton. Humorous, instructional First Responder design. AED/CPR “road map” on front, “Turn Over to Resuscitate” on back.

#827 Superguard T-shirt
Navy T-shirt with large front print in bright red and gold.
The World’s Largest Swimming Lesson™ (WLSL), builds awareness about the vital importance of teaching children to swim to help prevent drowning. Every year waterparks, pools and other aquatic facilities around the globe host local WLSL lessons simultaneously in an attempt to break the Guinness World Record.

**Cancer Awareness**
A portion of sales is donated to support Cancer Awareness.

**SPECIALTY PROGRAMS**

**The World’s Largest Swimming Lesson™**

- **#833-WLSL**
  - “Drowning is Preventable” T-shirt

- **#5091 Men’s Polo**
- **#5092 Women’s Polo**

- **#WLSL-BAND**
  - Wristband

- **#20008**
  - Ribbon (25 pack)

- **#0040**
  - WLSL Flag

**Cancer Awareness**

- **#306-E**
  - Lifeguard Trucker Hat

- **#306-E BLK**
  - Lifeguard Trucker Hat

- **#601W-BC**
  - Fox 40 Classic Whistle

- **#601W-MOV**
  - Fox 40 Classic Whistle

- **#203**
  - Eyewear Retainer

- **#25010**
  - Pink Safety Glasses

- **#761**
  - Nitrile Glove

- **#826**
  - Pink Work Gloves

- **#5099**
  - Ladies’ New Englander Jacket

- **#3811 Mens**
  - “United for a Cure” Polo

- **#2811 Ladies’**
  - “United for a Cure” Polo

- **#833-WLSL**
  - “Drowning is Preventable” T-shirt

- **#5091 Men’s Polo**
- **#5092 Women’s Polo**

- **#WLSL-BAND**
  - Wristband

- **#20008**
  - Ribbon (25 pack)

- **#0040**
  - WLSL Flag
Fiberplate®
STAIR TREAD COVERS

MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS Stair Tread Covers

Providing unique products and low maintenance solutions as the best approach to maintaining and preserving your facility.

Need a Staircase Facelift?
Fiberplate® stair tread covers are a convenient way to provide solid, slip resistant footing for existing treads that are still structurally sound. Stair tread covers may be installed over wood, concrete or metal steps. Standard color is light grey with a highly visible safety yellow nosing.

An integral aluminum oxide aqua grit-top surface provides secure footing for maximum safety and a highly durable tread (industrial grit available upon request).

These tread covers are available in 8", 9", 10", 11" and 12" depths. Each 12' panel can be cut and sealed to your specific width. Also available in 1/4 thickness as a custom order.

#8-8 Tread Cover
12' x 8" x 1/8" Thickness

#8-9 Tread Cover
12' x 9" x 1/8" Thickness

#8-10 Tread Cover
12' x 10" x 1/8" Thickness

#8-11 Tread Cover
12' x 11" x 1/8" Thickness

#8-12 Tread Cover
12' x 12" x 1/8" Thickness

Before

After

#282
Maintenance Bump Cap
Safeguard against accidental bumping or scraping of the head. Ideal for Ride Operators, Inspectors, Maintenance Staff or pump room safety.
AquaDek
COMPOSITE GRATING

Specifically engineered to withstand the corrosive conditions associated with recreational and general marine applications. Meets ADA guidelines and offers optimum comfort and safety for bathers with bare feet.

Applications:
- Public swimming pools
- Water parks/ theme parks
- Marinas
- Zoos

MeshDek
COMPOSITE GRATING

The square top mesh has a maximum opening of 1/2” inch and meets the ADA guidelines. The mesh grit surface is slip resistant and barefoot friendly. MeshDek meets Army Corps of Engineers guidelines and is storm surge friendly.

Benefits:
- Low maintenance
- Barefoot friendly
- Corrosion resistant
- Lightweight
- Low-cost installation
Staircases

ValuStair™

Need New Stairs?
ValuStair™ is ready for on-site new or retrofit installations. Ideal for indoor or outdoor applications, including slide towers, zip line courses, pump rooms, fire exits and mezzanines. Standard configuration is 22’ by 4’ with an 11’-8” rise. Easily segmented for shorter runs.
Made in the USA using sheetless ThermoForming™, a green technology that uses low energy, produces no VOC’s and a 0% waste stream. Uses recycled resins. 95% HDPE, 5% fiberglass. Coming soon 22” x 60” width ValueStair.

- Low Cost
- Low Maintenance, Corrosion-Free
- No on-site construction, self-supporting design
- Closed riser treads, 11” tread depth
- Non-slip surface
- 12” structural channel composite stringers
- Load is 400 lbs per square foot
- Deflection is less than 3/16 of an inch
- Total stairway weight 500 lbs.
- Stock color is grey
- Custom colors with low minimum quantities
- Can be shipped by container or truck

2014 IAAPA Brass Ring Award Winner
for Best New Product: Services, Equipment, and Supplies

www.WaterSafety.com
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

It is our mission at Water Safety Products, Inc. to assist in saving more lives by working in partnership with Lifeguard Professionals around the world, providing the creative, quality equipment and uniforms needed to perform their ever-vigilant duties in times of water emergencies.

Delivery:
Water Safety Products, Inc. stocks inventory year-round, with our peak shipping season being March through June. Orders normally leave our warehouse within 48 hours. No delivery request is considered unreasonable; please don’t hesitate to ask. Please keep in mind that custom orders require additional lead time; call for delivery information on your custom order.

Commercial Orders:
Terms are either 2% 10 days or Net 30 days, with approved credit only. Terms will not be considered until a credit application has been completed and approved by credit department. We also accept all major credit cards.

Government Purchase Orders:
Military, government agencies, and municipalities are 2% 10 days or Net 30 days with approved purchase order, or credit card.

International Orders:
We gladly accept international orders – we are the number one international shipper in the lifeguard business! Goods will be shipped after bank acknowledgment of funds transfer. Other payment options are Visa, MasterCard, American Express, or Discover. When a Pro Forma invoice is required for advance payment, no order changes will be accepted after the Pro Forma invoice is issued.

Personal Orders:
The only accepted method of payment is by major credit card. When calling for an order, please have your order information, credit card number, and credit card billing address available. Freight Charges are added to all orders.

Samples:
Samples are available on request. They are billed Net 30 days, or to your credit card. You may inspect the product and return it unused within 30 days for full credit. If you prefer to test the garments, the invoice must be paid within 30 days.

Returns:
ALL RETURNS MUST BE AUTHORIZED. Caller will receive a return authorization form. This form, plus a copy of your original invoice, must be included with your returned goods. There is a 15% restock fee, unless the return is due to our error. No returns are allowed after 30 days. No returns on custom goods.

Swimsuit Returns:
Swimwear that may be defective and is being returned for our inspection MUST BE LAUNDERED AND CLEAN, or it will not be considered for replacement.

Allowable Swimsuit Returns:
• Unused suits in new condition
• Center chest lifeguard and cross embroidered women’s suits
• Left leg lifeguard and cross embroidered men’s suits

Swimsuit Returns Not Allowed:
• Silkscreened logos of any type
• Custom embroidered swimsuits
• Lifeguard and cross embroidered women’s suits if you choose left hip placement
• Lifeguard and cross embroidered men’s suits if you choose logo placement other than left leg

Cash Refunds:
Cash refunds will be issued only in the case of overpayment, NOT on returns. Credit to your account will be issued on returns. This credit must be used within one (1) year of issue date.

Freight Charges:
Freight charges are added to all orders, which are F.O.B. Palm Bay, Florida.
Water Safety Products would like to offer our thanks to all of our customers for your support and continued business since 1989. We are an ecologically responsible company moving toward a carbon neutral future. We are developing innovative industry products that are environmentally conscious and treat our earth with respect. We encourage all of you to strive for the same high level of environmental care.
YEARS OF TREMENDOUS CUSTOMERS, GREAT IDEAS AND AWARD-WINNING PRODUCTS

1994 WWA “Industry Leadership Award”
1996 Jeff Ellis and Associates “Gold Medal Award”
1999 IAAPA Brass Ring Award “Best New Product”
          Pop-on Head Immobilizer
1999 IAAPA “Impact Award”
          Pop-on Head Immobilizer
2001 IAAPA Brass Ring Award “Best New Product”
          Rescue Tube
2002 World Waterpark Association “Hall of Fame”
          Paula Panton
2010 WWA “Industry Leadership Award”
2011 WWA “Industry Innovation Award”
2014 IAAPA Brass Ring Award “Best New Product”
2015 WWA “Kelly Ogle Safety Award”
          BigEasy® Rescue Breathing Mask
2015 IAAPA Brass Ring Award “Best New Product”
          BigEasy® Rescue Breathing Mask
2015 IAAPA Brass Ring Award “Best New Product”
          DrainEasy™ Hip pack
2016 IAAPA Brass Ring Award “Best New Product”
          FlipEasy™ Rescue Tube Pack

www.WaterSafety.com 1-800-987-7238 x 4